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Welcome





TAMI is a community-driven hackerspace located in southern Tel-Aviv (shoken street 19).




Everything in TAMI is run entirely by volunteers: software and hardware techies, DIY enthusiasts, amateur wood and metalworking makers, bio and neuro-scientists, artists and musicians - curious and creative people who want to build and create, together or alone, and want a space with good atmosphere, work equipment, and other people to talk, exchange ideas and cooperate with.




We are a do-ocracy, meaning that whoever is doing something is the person who decides how it gets done. Any group projects, building/planning new space facilities, etc. - all gets done because an ordinary member thought it was important, got people excited about it, and followed through.




We are open for anyone, no matter whether you are experienced or just a beginner!




Join us online (see Contact section below).


Get acquainted with the space.


Visit our events or organize your own.


Donate and contribute to support TAMI.


Be an active TAMI member.






Changes




see all site changes changes






Contact




we have various digital channels, but tami is 1st-of a physical space. come on over


	 Phone: 03-372-66-60

Call us at any time, and if someone is in the space, they will answer.




	 Matrix: #tami:telavivmakers.space

Matrix is our main chat platform. If you are new to Matrix, you can read more about it here.

All Matrix rooms are bridged to Telegram and XMPP.




	 Telegram




	 XMPP: tami@muc.telavivmakers.space




	 Github: telavivmakers




	 Facebook group and page




	 Instagram




	 LinkedIn




	 YouTube




	 Twitter




	 TikTok




	 Blog: blog.tami.sh WIP All the news are posted there!




	 Email: tami@telavivmakers.space








Location




If you are coming for the first time, it is better to chat/call us to make sure the space is open or visit it during one of the events.
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